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The Perpetuum Mobile is not the only invention of Cornelis Drebbel (1572-1633), nor
perhaps even the most significant, but it is certainly the one for which he was best known by
his contemporaries, and the one of which he remained most proud. It is also the instrument
about which most has been written – both by his contemporaries and by modern scholars.
What was Drebbel’s famous instrument, how did it actually work, and why was it so
important to the late Renaissance court? What can we add to the extensive accounts of
Drebbel and his most famous work?
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The search for a device that would continue to move by means of its own power dates to
Antiquity. Early attempts date as far back as the Archimedes screw, and Arabic sources tell of
countless attempts to create perpetual motions using mills and water. The principles

commonly used to power perpetual motion machines were often discovered independently of
one another, and dissemination fragmentary or discontinuous when it occurred at all. For
example, in the 12th century the Indian astronomer and mathematician Bhaskara (1114-1185)
described a Perpetuum Mobile made of a wheel with containers attached to its rim, partly
filled with mercury. Only a few decades later, in 1235, Villard de Honnecourt described a
similar overbalanced wheel with seven hammers attached to its rim. In 1269 Pierre de
Maricourt described a hypothetical perpetual motion machine in his Epistola De Magnete
which used the magnetic powers of the lodestone, a principle recycled by Johannes Taisnerius
(Jean Taisner) in 1572, in a work much in vogue in the late 16th century.

By 1480, Francisco di Giorgio (1395-1482) had described several water mills based on the Archimedes
Screw, called ‘recirculation mills’, in his Trattato di
archittetura e machine, and, around the same time,
Leonardo da Vinci
(1452-1519) made
several sketches of
perpetual motions
similarly based on
the Archimedes
Screw and overFigure 3. PPM by Francisco di Giorgio

balanced wheels.

Figure 4. According Leonardo da Vinci

By 1586, in his De Beghinselen des Waterwichts the Dutch mathematician Simon Stevin
(1548-1620) had already demonstrated the impossibility of perpetual motion based on a ramp
and an endless chain, nevertheless, a mill wheel driving a bucket chain was proposed as a
Perpetuum Mobile by Robert Fludd in 1618 in his Tractatus Secundus De Naturae seu
Technica macrocosmi historia. In his 1607 book Novo teatro di machine et edificii Vittorio
Zonca (1568-1602) depicted a Perpetuum Mobile based on the siphon principle, an idea he
putatively borrowed from the influential Neapolitan natural philosopher Giovanni Battista
della Porta (1535- 1615), who had in turn been influenced by the writings of Philo and Hero
of Alexandria.
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The Habsburg Emperor Rudolf II (1552-1612), whose court at Prague was the centre of
Europe’s intellectual universe from his election in 1576 until his death in 1612, was known to
be fascinated by clockwork and instruments, and his court included several gifted instrument
makers such as the mathematician Jost Burgi (1552-1632) who was the first to place a minute
hand on a clock, and the court mechanician Erasmus Habermel (1536-1606), who made the
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astronomical instruments used by Tycho Brahe and Kepler. Rudolf II is said to have made
clockwork himself, and his natural son Julius Caesar (±1585-1609) was obsessed by them.
Rudolf’s interest in the Perpetuum Mobile is attested by his attempts to bring the fountain
builder (‘Wasserkunstler’) Hans Oberer to Prague, after whom he enquired in 1592, to no
avail. Nearly a decade later, in 1603, he requested Herzog Wilhelm of Bavaria, in whose
service Oberer then was, to send one of Oberer’s Perpetuum Mobile to Prague1.
How do we know what we do about Drebbel’s Perpetuum Mobile? The sources are not
abundant, but suffice to show the importance of Drebbel’s invention, which for a brief time
was one of the wonders of Late Renaissance Europe. James I of England (1566-1625) was so
impressed with it that he installed Drebbel in rooms at Eltham Palace around 1607, where
foreign visitors admired the Perpetuum Mobile along with other Drebbel-constructed
automata such as self-playing clavichords2. Ben Jonson (1572-1637) referred to ‘the Eltham
thing’ in an epigram, and again in the Epicoene (first performed 1609),

and Henry Peacham (1576-1643) referred to the ‘Heavenly Motion’ at Eltham in 16113.

As early as 1607, Rudolf II invited Drebbel to construct a Perpetuum Mobile, although he
would not leave England for Prague until October 1610. Another foreign visitor who went to
see it was Baron Schwarzstät, and his travel diary contains an account of the visit4, The
perpetuum mobile ‘the like of which time past has not seen… is a globe made out of brass to
the size of a human head, showing the course of the Sun, of the Moon, of the planets, the
months and the days… The maker declares, it will resemble in enduring convolution the
eternal heaven. Around the Globe there is a concave shell of glass which graphically shows
the ebb and flow of the Ocean… Such a work, but greater in size, the same man is making for
the Lord our Emperor.’ Nearly two decades later, the French intellectual Nicholas Claude
Fabri de Peiresc (1580-1637) asked Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640) to procure him a
Perpetuum Mobile from Antwerp in a letter written 1623, and the instrument was duly
delivered in 16255. John Winthrop Jr. (1606-1676) asked Drebbel’s heir Jacob or Johann
Sibertus Kuffler (1595-1677) for a Primum Mobile to be sent to the newly founded
Massachusetts Bay Colony in 16366.

The fame of Drebbel and his Perpetuum Mobile spread rapidly, and the Perpetuum Mobile
was still being cited as late as the 19th century, long after Drebbel himself had passed into
obscurity. In the 20th century several biographies of Drebbel appeared, including Naber’s
breathless hagiography7, Jaeger’s critical and irascible study8, Tierie’s even-handed PhD
thesis9, and Harris’s double biography of Drebbel and Humphrey Bradley10. Rosalie Colie
devoted a whole chapter to Drebbel in her biography of Huyghens11, and followed it with an
important article on Drebbel and De Caus12. Recently Jennifer Drake-Brockman published a
magisterial synthesis of all that is currently known about Drebbel’s Perpetuum Mobile,
including a newly discovered document placing the date of Drebbel’s arrival in England no
later than June 160413. Due to the extent and quality of these works, particularly DrakeBrockman’s, it is not necessary to repeat their extensive use of known sources, but instead to
look in more detail at the questions that still surround Drebbel’s Perpetuum Mobile and its
construction.

What exactly is a Perpetuum Mobile, and how did Drebbel’s differ from others? In his muchcited 1648 book Mathematicall Magick, the John Wilkins, Bishop of Chester (1614-1672)
devotes chapter IX-XIV to the Perpetuum Mobile, in which he writes: ‘The ways whereby
this [perpetual motion] hath been attempted may be generally reduced to these three kinds:
1. By Chymical Extractions
2. By Magnetical Virtues
3. By the Natural Affection of Gravity

Magnetical devices included attempts by Athanasius Kircher and others, whilst perpetual
motions based on gravity alone included the Archimedes Screw, wheels with metal balls such
the Marquis of Somerset’s and wheels with overbalanced moveable arms. Drebbel’s
Perpetuum Mobile was classified as a ‘chymical’ device, as Wilkins relied on Thomas
Tymme’s account, whereby the active principle was due to Drebbel ‘[…] extracted a fierie
spirit, out of the mineral matter, ioyning the same with his proper Aire, which encluded in the
Axeltree, being hollow, carrieth the wheeles, making a continuall rotation or reuolution,
except issue or vent be giuen to the Axeltree, whereby that imprisoned spirit may get forth’.
Wilkins quotes Tymme at length, but wryly acknowledges ‘[…] but methinks it sounds rather
like a chymical dream, than a philosophical truth. It seems this imprisoned spirit is now set at
liberty, or else is grown weary, for the instrument (as I have heard) hath stood still for many
years.’

Given what we know from documentary sources, what more can be conjectured about what
Drebbel’s Perpetuum Mobile was and how it worked? By all accounts, Drebbel’s instrument
combined two features, first, a self-winding astronomical almanac showing the date and the
phases of the moon, and second, a cylindrical ring in which water moved endlessly to and fro.
The gearing required to drive an almanac was well understood by Drebbel’s time, and did not
require the precise regulation that a clock would. At the turn of the 16th century, table clocks
and automata the likes of which enthralled Rudolf II were mostly powered by springs, the
minute hand was a recent novelty, and the pendulum clock would wait to be invented by

Christian Huyghens (1629-1695, the son of Drebbel’s great admirer, Dutch poet and diplomat
Constantijn Huyghens 1596-1687) in 1656, following Galileo’s (1564-1642) discovery of the
regular motion of the pendulum in the 1580s. Drebbel had clearly mastered the problems of
gearing by the end of the century, and obtained a patent in 1598 for a ‘watch or timepiece,
which may be used for fifty, sixty, yea, one hundred years without being wound up or having
anything done to it, as long as the wheels and other works are not worn out’14. The patent
suggests that the Perpetuum Mobile’s almanac hands and the turning of the moon that
surmounted the instrument were driven not by a spring, however, but by the movement of the
water up and down inside the body of the instrument. Precisely such a mechanism is
described by Salomon De Caus in the first book of his 1615 Les raisons des forces mouvantes
as Problème XII, where he shows a clock being driven by a counterweight raised by the
expansion of water in a closed container.15 Tellingly De Caus, who would have known and
possibly worked with Drebbel in 1610 when they were both in the employ of Henry Prince of
Wales16 (and possibly earlier) remarks pointedly that this is not a perpetual motion17, as only
God could claim to be eternal. Nevertheless, the principle he demonstrates is clearly the same
as that which drives Drebbel’s Perpetuum Mobile18, and indeed his use of the Aristotelian
elements of fire, water and air has echoes of Drebbel’s own language19. This same mechanism
could be used to reset clockwork at noon, as Drebbel describes in a letter written to King
James in 161320.

A self-winding astronomical almanac was surely a novelty, but it was the water moving in the
glass ring that elicited the admiration of its onlookers. John Speed wrote ‘my self stayed so
longe that I sawe it ascend up the trunk a good height and left the lower compasse of the ring
empty’. Hiesserle von Chodau’s Raiss Buch und Leben21 shows the fluid in the tube roiling
violently, and the observers at James’s court agreed that ‘All these movements proceed of
their own accord, and without one doing anything, which is to be seen as the most wonderful
thing on earth.22’ Clearly the water moved sensibly enough to warrant the description
‘perpetual motion’. Although Drebbel himself explained the motion of the water as having
the same nature as ‘the floud, and the ebbe23’ of the sea, the principles behind the motion of
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Figure 10. From a letter of Antonini to Galileo

the water in the glass ring were beginning to be understood otherwise as early as 1612. As
Daniello Antonini wrote to Galileo in February 1612 (while Drebbel was himself in prison for
complicity in the Rucky plot24), ‘the truth was that this motion came about through the
alteration of the air, being caused by heat and cold.’25As Jennifer Drake- Brockman writes
‘This was a quantum leap in thinking about Drebbel’s machine; from uncritical wonder at the
mere fact of observed movement, or speculation on magical or quasi-magical sympathies and
correspondences, Antonini moved the debate into an area that is recognizably scientific in the
modern sense […]’26 And so it is, but there is still a small question left to answer – was
Drebbel’s instrument an air thermoscope, the water moving restlessly due to changes in
temperature, or, as some have claimed, a baroscope, wherein the water level changed with
atmospheric pressure. Or was it both?

The answer is not only interesting to historians of science, but bears directly on our
interpretation of the known depictions of the Perpetuum Mobile. The possibilities are
essentially threefold: the instrument could be a simple thermoscope27, which would mean that
the reservoir would have to be sealed (although the tube itself need not be; the instrument
could be a differential thermoscope, with two sealed bulbs filled with liquid; or it could be a
baroscope, in which the reservoir holding the liquid would be open to air pressure while the
tube itself would have to be sealed at one end. So what was the Perpetuum Mobile? Clearly a
liquid flowed sensibly back and forth at varying speeds in a reasonably sturdy cylindrical
glass ring – visible in every known illustration of the instrument. This ring is sometimes
supported from below by decorative figures, sometimes seemingly suspended from above by
a strap or narrow tube joined to the rotating moon that surmounts all known drawings of the
instrument. At first glance, the movement of the water would suggest a differential
thermoscope, as Johann Sibertus Kuffler explained to Balthazar Monconys, as the
temperature in two separate bulbs would rarely be exactly the same28.

The physical evidence, which includes a full-sized drawing of the main flask of a Perpetuum
Mobile in Peiresc’s papers29, suggests a simpler solution, at least for the earlier instruments.
While in Brussels in 1612, Daniello Antononi wrote Galileo in two letters that he had heard
of Drebbel’s demonstration of the Perpetuum Mobile to James I and had reproduced the
effect, first in a straight tube of some two feet [Florentine braccia] in length, then in a ring,
both of which he illustrated30. In the version using a cylindrical ring, like Drebbel’s, it is clear
that the metal sphere Antonini used is connected to the ring by a narrow tube (un canaletto),
and Antonini remarks that although Drebbel’s device has a portion of the ring covered by a
metal foil, this must conceal a small aperture whereby the air can enter. In the earlier of the
two letters, that he had shown Archduke Albert the first device, and demonstrated how it
could be used to power clockwork31. So although its behaviour could suggest a differential
thermoscope, all the evidence seems to point to the Perpetuum Mobile being a simple
thermoscope32, which due to its design was also subject to the influence of barometric
pressure33, much as illustrated by De Caus in Problème XII of Les raisons des forces
mouvantes.

Figure 11. De Caus Les raisons des Forces Mouvantes

All the accounts we have of the Perpetuum Mobile attest to the fragility of its glasswork,
which would suggest that a narrow glass tube joined the glass ring to a larger flask concealed
by the gilded globe, consistent with its being a simple thermoscope34. Drebbel himself
remarks on the glasswork in the Wondervondt de eeuwige bewegingh (1607) ‘with a good
understanding of the Nature of Water, willing itself of its own nature, to climb onwards
through different flasks and pipes (bent in marvellous ways) […]35’. The Perpetuum Mobile at
Eltham was broken by Anne of Denmark (1574-1619 sometime in late 161036, if we are to
believe what Drebbel writes to James I: ‘then the Queen touched it [the Perpetuum Mobile]
with her curious hand, with the result that all actions ceased.37’ – a curious, but clearly clumsy
royal hand. In 1623, Peiresc asked his friend Rubens to have a Perpetuum Mobile made for
him in Antwerp, presumably after the meeting with the Kuffler brothers Aegidius (15961658) and Abraham (1598-1657) in Paris in September 1624 (a third brother, Jacob, had died
in 1622 in Rome promoting Drebbel’s double convex microscopes), which Rubens sent via
his agent Valavez. He clearly voices his concerns about the fragility of the instrument ‘[…]
please remove the cover and lift off the cloth enough to see the glass tube; if it is intact you

may be well assured about the rest. The danger is only for the tube; the flask is very solid and
strong.’38 Happily the instrument arrived intact in early 162539 In a letter to John Winthrop
Jr.40 from his agent Francis Kirby in 1636 we read ‘[I] haue not yet provided the things you
wrote for, but I pray blame not Mr. Kepler [presumably Johann Sibertus Kuffler] nor my
selfe; the cause being in the primum mobile [which was damaged in shipping]’41. Having
failed once, Kirby would write the next year ‘’[I] haue delivered the inclosed to Mr. Keflar
[Kuffler], and have received the glasses and the water from him and haue packed them
carefully in a runled with 5 or 6 pecks of salt […]42’ Clearly Drebbel’s Perpetuum Mobile did
not take well to being banged about.
How did Drebbel come to invent the Perpetuum Mobile? Drebbel had clearly explained the
discovery, at least to family. Some thirty years later, the Kufflers described to Peiresc how ‘at
the age of eight he [Drebbel] first discovered perpetual motion, which he has since brought to
perfection, and this was while he was playing, having made a little fountain out of a knucklebone and a straw, and that that was the foundation of his whole invention, which consists of
nothing more than finding the means to raise water or any other substance that one might
wish to use for these movements an inch or two, because having once made it rise it raises
itself to greater effect by its fall. When it falls back again still greater force is created, and
gives further movement to the instrument which he wishes to drive, for which no great force
is necessary, as it is nothing more than a timekeeper.’43 In fact, this description seems to
correspond more closely to the fountain for which Drebbel obtained a patent in 159844 (along
with the self-winding clock mechanism) which would ‘raise water to a height of 30, 40, 50
feet or even higher’ than the Perpetuum Mobile, although the patent indicates the extent to
which Drebbel saw the two as related45. It is difficult to say how much of the originally
disingenuous, and possibly fabricated account can be attributed to the Kufflers’ second-hand
information and how much to the secretive nature of the informant, their new Father-in-law46.
Even if the Perpetuum Mobile was only a simple air thermoscope, Drebbel invested it with
great mystery and great value, and saw it as a confirmation of the principles he elaborated in
his Ein Kurßer Tractat von der Natur Der Elementen47 first published in 160848. Maybe there
was more going on in the Perpetuum Mobile than meets the modern eye. Or perhaps we
should take Drebbel at his word – or at least to try to understand what he thought he was

doing – when he speaks of the instrument’s secret as ‘the fiery spirit of the air’. As Jennifer
Drake-Brockman astutely observes, Drebbel
stands on the threshold between two ways of looking at the natural world. As she writes ‘On
the one hand, were those philosophers, including Drebbel himself, who explained the
machine in mystical or alchemical terms, and whose mind-set might be described as the
Rosicrucian tendency49; their thinking was ultimately grounded in the Aristotelian universe,
the building blocks of which were the four elements. On the other hand, were the exponents
of the scientific tendency, whose efforts were directed towards an understanding of observed
physical phenomena and to whom the Aristotelian worldview was increasingly an
irrelevance; […]’50
Certainly Drebbel’s own writings suggest that he understood the world (as did most of his
contemporaries) in terms of the four Aristotelian elements, of which all ‘seek their centre,
except fire.’ In the early 17th century, shortly before Europe descended into the chaotic and
violent series of regional conflicts usually grouped under the rubric the ‘Thirty Years War’, it
was not uncommon in certain circles to hold a number of loosely-associated beliefs; eirenic,
millenarian, Hermetic, Neo-Platonic and often, but not exclusively, non-conformist. Drebbel
in many ways is a child of his generation. Cornelis Jacobszoon Drebbel was born in 157251, in
the West Friesian city of Alkmaar, a city that had recently come under the jurisdiction of the
Protestant Prince of Orange. Born to a certainly Reformed, probably Anabaptist household,
Drebbel was presumably exposed very early to a wide variety of heterodox influences. It
appears that Drebbel attended the Latijnse school52 in Alkmaar from 1578 (although he was
later to profess to have no Latin – a disingenuous claim at best), along with the three sons of
the engineer, Adriaan Anthoniszoon (1543-1620)53: Jacob54 (?-1628), Dirk, and Adriaan55
Metius (1571-1635). Another classmate was Gerrit Pieter Schagen56 (1573-1616), poet and
polymath, only one year his junior. After leaving the Latin school in Alkmaar he would have
met the circle of thinkers around his teacher Goltzius, to whom he was apprenticed in 1590:
Karel van Mander, Coornhert, Plantin, Ortelius, Van Barrenvelt (to name a few) – all of
whom would have had an impact on his development. Later in his life, after his return from
Prague he was often associated with the Rosicrucians57, and his imagery sometimes recalls the
language of the Rosicrucian treatises58. He is said to have been an Anabaptist59 like his

parents, but his own religious beliefs are not clearly defined, even though his writings are
deeply coloured by personal devotion. From the language used in his writings it could be
argued that he was a Familist, in the sense the term was used in the early 17th century to
describe anyone who was suspected of having vaguely antinomian, eirenic, and heterodox
beliefs, and if he were, Drebbel’s Familism would resonate well with his perfectionist
alchemical beliefs60. In practice he was clearly a Nicodemist – equally at home in the
Protestant court of James I, the militant Calvinist court of Henry Prince of Wales, or the
putatively Catholic court of Rudolf II. Upon his return to London no later than 1619, given
what we know of his personal beliefs, it is hard to imagine him being untouched by the strong
antinomian undercurrents swirling about Puritan circles in London in the 1620s61.
Looking at the large number of inventions that mark Drebbel’s career, of which the
Perpetuum Mobile is perhaps not even the most significant, it seems fair to pose the question
where did he learn the skills needed to make his discoveries? What skills would Drebbel have
needed to master, what ‘situated knowledge’ would he have to have had, and how would he
have understood his own practice in a late Renaissance context? Surprisingly, most of
Drebbel’s inventions seem to rely on a quite limited range of practices and corresponding
theories, and only certain of them bear directly on the Perpetuum Mobile62. It is not possible
to go into these skills in detail in this article, but a brief overview will be outlined in below.
The first set of skills would be those of alchemy, the steps in the ‘Great Work’ of producing
the Philosopher’s Stone conventionally described as calcination, sublimation, solution,
putrefaction, distillation, coagulation and tincture63 (which shared much in common with what
Drebbel would later call the ‘Quintessence’). It is important to note that whilst suspect on
theological grounds, alchemy had not yet earned the near-universal contempt which it
garnered in the heyday of 19th century positivist science. As Lawrence Principe writes ‘[The
pejorative view of] alchemy – which is not by and large supported by historical texts – was
forged by historians laboring at a time when alchemy had been co-opted and thoroughly
misrepresented by the occultist revival of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.’64
Alchemy required not only a familiarity with stills and distillation, but in particular furnaces,

as many alchemical processes were believed to require keeping alembics at a low heat for
long periods – often as long as a month.
Alchemy’s ultimate purpose was to make sense of Nature – learning to read God’s Book, in
which He had written the secrets of His Creation. The search for practical results often
intruded: the alkahest or universal solvent, the universal medicine or Elixir of Life, which
would cure all diseases, and of course the Philosopher's Stone, capable of transmuting base
metals into gold. The origins of alchemy can be argued to go back at least four millennia to
ancient Mesopotamia, India, China and Egypt, and alchemical thinking shaped most early
attempts to make sense of the complexity of natural world. Aristotle (384-322 BCE) drew on
an alchemical as well as a philosophical tradition when he proposed that all worldly
substances were composed of four elements: air, earth, fire and water. A fifth element, the
aether or ‘quintessence’ (the fifth essence) was the substance of which the heavens were
made. This elemental view was modified by Arab alchemists in the eighth century AD, in
particular by Jabir ibn Hayyan, known in Europe as Geber, who proposed that all metals were
formed of two elements, mercury and sulphur, mixed in various proportions. In the early 16th
century, the Swiss army physician, Philippus Theophrastus Aureolus Bombastus von
Hohenheim (1493-1541) known as Paracelsus, mounted a challenge to the Aristotelian and
Galenic doctrines that were the philosophical and medical orthodoxy of the late Renaissance
– he was often referred to as the ‘medical Luther’ although he himself rejected the
identification. The only way to learn about nature, said Paracelsus, was to go out and observe
it at first hand. Only the Bible was infallible, everything else was open to question. Paracelsus
challenged Aristotle's theory of the four elements because fire was mentioned nowhere in
Genesis. Borrowing from Geber’s theory of metals, he postulated that there were three
fundamental substances: sulphur, mercury and salt – although he defined these in a much
more catholic sense than the modern usage.

It is often claimed that Drebbel learned his alchemical skills from Goltzius, who was reputed
to be an alchemist, and is said to have lost an eye to an unsuccessful experiment in his later
years. This seems unlikely, as the accounts we have of Goltzius’s interest in alchemy all date
from after 1605, after Drebbel had left for England65. Moreover, chemical skills are not a part
of the practice of the late Renaissance engraver’s studio66, where most of the work was done

directly on the metal plate with a burin – a skill we know Drebbel mastered early67. More
likely, perhaps, is that Drebbel first learned of distillation, fermentation, furnaces and pipes
from Goltzius’s brother – his brother-in-law after marrying Goltzius’s younger sister Sophia
Jansdochter – in 159568.– for whom he stood surety for a sum of 350 Florins on May 26th,
160369. Drebbel’s skill with ovens certainly dates from before his departure for England. In
1602 he received the second of his two patents from the States General, for ‘a chimney with a
strong draught’70. Later, in the 1620s, he became known for his incubators, which were able
to hatch chicks without hens by using a self-regulating oven to heat the coops. A sketch in a
manuscript dated 1666 shows an automatic furnace or athanor used as an incubator; this
utilised a thermostat filled with alcohol joined to a U-tube containing mercury71. With the
increase of heat, the alcohol expanded, forcing the mercury upward to raise a rod and by
means of levers to close a damper. When the heat fell too low, the action was reversed by the
contraction of the alcohol. This is the first recorded use of a mechanical feedback system, in
which a mercury switch opened and closed a draught to maintain a constant temperature72.
Nor was this merely an exercise in domestic husbandry: not only were well-regulated
furnaces essential to many alchemical processes, one of the non-trivial puzzles that
confronted natural philosophers at the turn of the 17th century was the phenomenon of
apparent self-generation73.

Early in his alchemical career Drebbel must have also begun to experiment with saltpetre, the
so-called ‘nitre’ of Paracelsan alchemy, which he refers to explicitly in his 1608 book Von
der Natur der Elementen74. This would suggest that he could have been familiar with at least
some of the Paracelsan writers of the time such as Joseph Duchesne (1544-1609) whose
works were also translated by Thomas Tymme75, and possibly – although by no means
certainly – Michael Sendivogius (1556-1636), whose most influential book was published in
Prague in 1604 as De lapide philosophorum but was soon retitled Novum lumen chymicum,
and whose writings had circulated in manuscript for some time before. Van Mander, whom
Drebbel knew from Goltzius’s studio (he had engraved designs after van Mander in the
1590s) had travelled widely before settling in Haarlem in 1583, first in Italy, then Austria,
where he worked on the triumphal arch celebrating Rudolf II’s accession in 1577, then to

Prague where Rudolf II surrounded himself with a court filled with artists, astrologers,
alchemists, antiquarians and craftsmen.

Alongside his explanation of the workings of nature, much of which was based on traditional
alchemical ideas, Sendivogius proposed something quite new76: ‘Man was created of the
Earth, and lives by vertue of the Aire; for there is in the Aire a secret fond of life.... whose
invisible congealed spirit is better than the whole earth.’ Sendivogius suggested that air is a
mixture, not a single fundamental substance as proposed by Aristotle. By the mid-sixteenth
century, the alchemists were convinced there was a ‘universal spirit’ – a vapour or soul –
pervading all matter. It was in this spirit that the life-substance of all entities (including
minerals) was believed to be located. Before Sendivogius nobody had identified this universal
spirit with a real substance. Sendivogius saw the ‘aerial food’ pervading all life, by way of an
innocent-looking, colourless, crystalline solid: saltpetre (nitre or potassium nitrate), a
substance mainly derived in the 16th century from manure and fouled stalls. By observing the
main source of saltpetre –farmyard soils – Sendivogius became convinced that the ‘food of
life’ was condensed out of the air and grew into living saltpetre crystals. Saltpetre's life-giving
power was visible in fertilizers and explosively demonstrated in gunpowder, of which it was
the key ingredient. Saltpetre also seemed to have other miraculous properties: it was used in
medicines and freezing mixtures and in the manufacture of nitric acid, aqua regia, which
could dissolve gold. ‘Aerial nitre’ – what modern chemists would later call oxygen – seemed
to be the key to nature; in its gaseous form, it made all animal life possible; condensed into
solid form, as saltpetre (or nitre), it gave life to plants and minerals. It was, in Sendivogius’s
words: ‘Our water that wets not our hands, without which no mortal can live, and without
which nothing grows or is generated in the world’. To the great satisfaction of the Hermetic
philosophers, Sendivogius’s aerial nitre also seemed to be the solution to the fourth riddle of
the Emerald Tablet – ‘the wind carries it in its belly, its nurse is the earth’77.

It is often claimed that Drebbel realised of the importance of nitre from Sendivogius,
although this is by no means certain78. Drebbel is known to have read and revered Basilius
Valentinus, not unusually for alchemists of this period, particularly those

who followed Paracelsus. This due to the fact that, as Lawrence Principe writes, ‘regardless
of the fact that van Helmont (like most of the seventeenth century) mistakenly believed that
Basilius Valentinus predated Paracelsus by a century and was plagiarized by him …’79
Whatever his sources, Drebbel was already using the language of the aerial nitre – ‘a fiery
spirit of the air’ – to explain the working of the Perpetuum Mobile in 1607, an instrument he
certainly had constructed as early as 1604, making it unlikely that he had actually read
Sendivogius’s Novem Lumen, unless in manuscript. Nevertheless all of Drebbel’s published
work recalls Sendivogian language, and a central theme in Drebbel’s second book, Von der
Nautur der Elementen (1608) is the mixed nature of the elements – fire is mixed with air, air
with water, water with earth. Whilst he does not refer to ‘aerial nitre’ explicitly, he clearly
attributes a similar cause to lightning and thunder, which parallels in the heavens the effects
of gunpowder on earth. Drebbel’s familiarity with the properties of saltpetre/nitre would also
accounts for his well-attested skill with fireworks – he may have helped stage the highly
polemical anti-Habsburg Barriers on Twelfth Night, 1610 to celebrate the formal debut of
Henry Prince of Wales80, and with explosives – the last decade of his life was marked by his
work on water petards to relive the siege of La Rochelle in 1627-2881. His ability to sensibly
cool Westminster Abbey in 1620, to such a degree that James I and his courtiers were forced
to withdraw, also probably relied on the use of nitre to supercool stored snow in metal trays82.

In his Von der Natur der Elementen (1608)83, Drebbel gives a clue to how he might have
manufactured oxygen. In a passage on the origin of thunder, he writes: ‘Thus is the body of
the saltpetre broken up and decomposed by the power of the fire and so changed in the nature
of the air’. This suggests he was aware that heating saltpetre causes it to give off a gas – and
realised that this gas was the same substance that allows humans to breathe. This is the same
principle he alludes to in his explanation of the Perpetuum Mobile, and notably, it is this
passage that suggests that Drebbel used such a ‘chymical liquor’ – oxygen – to effect his
submarine journey under the Thames before James I in 162184. Given his persistent and
skilled used of saltpetre and in particular the ‘fiery spirit of the air’ that could be extracted
from it, it seems reasonable to assume that Drebbel’s Perpetuum Mobile was filled, not with
ordinary

air, but with oxygen-rich rarified air carefully collected by heating saltpetre? The fact that this
would have not materially changed the way in which the Perpetuum Mobile functioned as an
air thermoscope should not dissuade us from thinking that Drebbel fervently believed that his
discovery was of great moment – and a great secret.

The second set of skills would have been those of hydraulics and pneumatics, which would
equally fit into Drebbel’s Aristotelian worldview understood as the interplay of the four
elements. These skills would be closely allied with the mechanics of mills, pumps, piping and
siphons. The late 16th century abounded with literature on mechanical devices such as pumps,
mills and fountains, such as Ramelli’s (1531- 1600) Le Diverse et Artificiose Macchine85
Jacobo Strada’s (1515-1588) Kunstliche Abriss allerhand Wasser- Wind- Ross- und Handt
Mühlen, etc.86 and Giovanni Battista Della Porta’s Magiae Naturalis libri viginti87. Fuelled in
part by the rediscovery of Hero of Alexandria’s Pneumatica88, first printed in Latin by
Federico Commandino (1506-1575) in 157589, and followed by an illustrated Italian
translation by Giovanni Battista Aleotti in 158990, courts thirsty for innovation vied with one
another in creating spectacles, pageants and gardens filled with hydraulic and mechanical
wonders, exemplified by the much-visited Medici villa at Pratolino91 north of Florence,
designed by Buontalenti (1536-1608) and featuring the myriad mechanical wonders92 as well
as the Fleming Giambologna’s (1520-1608) remarkable statue of the Appenines lowering
over a green pool.
As Alexander Marr writes, many contemporary historians mistakenly assume ‘that the newly
available printed source material of the Corpus Heronicum was widely distributed and
thoroughly studied’93. In Drebbel’s case, it is not clear where and when he would have come
in contact with the sources that so clearly seem to underpin his practice, although there may
have been manuscripts in circulation94. There is no evidence of Drebbel ever having visited
Italy, but once again his association with Goltzius may provide the missing link. In 1590,
shortly after Coornhert’s death, the 32 year-old Goltzius travelled to Italy, leaving his stepson
Jacob Matham in charge (Matham himself was to visit Italy some years later, leaving the
workshop to Goltzius from 1593-97). Goltzius returned to Haarlem in 1591, marked by his
first hand experience of both Classical and Renaissance culture, which included fastidious

studies of Roman ruins, statuary and paintings, as well as presumably the visits to the famous
gardens of Pratolino and the Villa d’Este which were de rigeur for cultural tourists of the late
1500s. He was also marked by his encounters with a new network of artist and humanists,
including Giambologna (sculptor of the great statue of the Appenines at Pratolino), Johannes
Stradanus, Jacopo Palma il Giovane and Dirck de Vries, of all of whom he made portraits.
Just as Coornhert had shared his contacts with Goltzius, it could be reasonably assumed that
Goltzius share his contacts with his talented young assistant, and soon-to-be Brother-in-law,
Cornelis Drebbel.
That Drebbel was known for his skill with fountains and waterworks before he arrived in
England is not in doubt. In 1603 Drebbel was responsible for a fountain at the Noorderpoort
in the important southern town of Middleburg95, and he refers to his having ‘made amusing
little fountains, which in different ways, for some time spray their own water to a height of 20
or more feet’96 in the letter to James I in his 1607 Wondervondt de eeuwighe bewegingh. It is
interesting to speculate – and pure speculation it must remain in the absence of fresh
documentation – about the possibility that Drebbel may have met Salomon De Caus prior to
their being employed together at the court of Henry Prince of Wales in 1610 in London. De
Caus had been Italy 1595-1598, and visited by his own account Pratolino. From 1601 (and
probably earlier) until 1608 he was employed by the Archdukes Albrecht and Isabella in
Brussels97, not more than 70 miles from Middleburg, where Drebbel was working on his
‘amusing’ fountain. De Caus was appointed Chief Engineer in 1605, under the supervision of
Wencel Cobergher, responsible for water-raising devices and other waterworks, as well as
grottos and fountains. He is said to have left the employ of the Archdukes in a fit of spleen
after the Duke of Condé left his ornate grotto ‘rompu et gasté’ in 160798, when Drebbel was
already installed at Eltham Palace and a familiar of James I and Anne of Denmark.

If his preface to La perspective avec la raison des ombres et mirroirs99 is to be believed, De
Caus must have had good contacts at the English court, as he is already tutoring the young
Prince Henry in drawing in 1608, to whom De Caus’ first book is later dedicated. In 1609, he
is employed by Anne of Denmark to create a Pratolinolike fountain and Mount Parnassus at
Somerset House, whose decoration prefigures the Tethys Festival, on which Drebbel is said to

have worked100. We know that Anne too was no neutral observer, and had a keen interest in
novelties – especially those that might bear on her much-enjoyed court entertainments – and
certainly knew Drebbel. Not only was she said to have broken his Perpetuum Mobile at
Eltham, by another account ‘the Earl [Lord Percy, 9th Earl of Northumberland, imprisoned in
the Tower along with Ralegh 1605-1621 ] got seaverall Learned persons to live and Converse
with him’ among them were ‘Mr. Heriot [Thomas Harriot 1560-1621], who presented Queene
Anne with a viol of water which ebbed and flowed at the same time as the Thames.101’. By
whatever agency, by 1611 De Caus was appointed Architect to the court of Henry Prince of
Wales102, where Drebbel was also active, although he was forced to cede his place to the
Florentine Constantine de Servi soon afterwards. Whether they had met before late 1610
(when Drebbel left for Prague) or not, the untimely death of Prince Henry in November 1612
shook the foundations of radical Protestant Europe, and the lives of both Drebbel and De
Caus. Drebbel had to beg James I to have him released from Matthias’s service in Prague
(Rudolf II also died in 1612), and De Caus found service in Heidelberg at the court of
Frederic V, the Elector Palatine and his young bride, Henry’s sister Elizabeth.
A final set of skills would include those of lenses and lens-grinding, and a working
understanding of optics, although important to understanding Drebbel’s life’s work, need not
concern us here, as they do not bear directly on the fabrication of the Perpetuum Mobile
(although they attest to Drebbel’s glass-making abilities).
So when the 32 year-old Cornelis Drebbel, his wife and three children arrived in Ipswich in
the summer of 1604, he was not a country bumpkin or an alchemical adventurer, but a skilled
artisan, a trained experimental alchemist and a mature natural philosopher with an extensive
network of contacts through Goltzius, Van Mander, Ortelius and Plantin that would help him
open doors to the court of James I103.
What do we know of what Drebbel’s instrument looked like? First, rather simply what was its
real shape? What significance does its ornamentation have, if any? Several illustrations of
Drebbel’s Perpetuum Mobile exist – ink drawings, watercolours and oil paintings –
nevertheless there is no consensus on what the instrument really looked like. When a
reproduction was needed for a recent exhibition in Dignes104 (and then again for the new
permanent installation of a Kunstkammer at the Walter’s Art Gallery in Baltimore105)

instrument maker Andrew Crisford constructed a nonfunctional Perpetuum Mobile according
to information supplied by Anthony Turner and found in Jennifer Drake-Brockman’s article.
The result was a gilded globe, encircled by a fat cylinder partially filled with water, supported
by a pair of harpies. But does this reproduction actually correspond to the known images and
the existing accounts? There are relatively few known first hand depictions of Drebbel’s
Perpetuum Mobile, so it may be useful to look at both the written descriptions and the visual
record of each in turn.
John Speed’s letter of June 1604106 is the earliest known depiction extant of Drebbel’s
Perpetuum Mobile. It is explicitly annotated, and drawn apparently to scale. It shows all the
features which characterise later versions of the instrument: the gilded ‘ball or globe’, the
glass ring in which a liquid is shown at two different heights, a circular dial in the centre of
the globe, a ‘small and thyne register of gold’ spanning the globe horizontally, a gold fitting
clasping the glass ring at the top and a ring through which the ring passes at the bottom, and a
moon-phase globe on top. How the device is supported is not clear from Speed’s drawing,
although it features ‘a boxe, pilllers and tope of Ibony very curyously wrought’. Unlike later
depictions, it lacks the ornate harpies that support the glass ring, which seems to hug the
circumference of the gilded globe. As Jennifer Drake-Brockman suggests, the sketch may
merely be schematic, or a much simpler version that Drebbel brought to England with him
prior to constructing the version he was to show to James I in 1607.
The elaborate colour illustration in Hiesserle von Chodau’s Raiss und Leben (1607) is
certainly more ornate than the simple version sketched by John Speed. Two mythological
figures, one male, one female, now support a freestanding glass ring in which the water roils
impressively. The figures sit on an elaborate base, flanked by pilasters which support a carved
frame. The dial is clearly indicated, and a letter key explains the functions of the parts to the
reader. It is not clear whether the moon-phase globe is connected to the glass ring by a small
tube or a strap, but there is a clear physical link. Speed’s ‘fine and thyne gold register’ is now
a thicker circlet that encircles the gilded globe.

Figure 12. PPM volgens Thomas Tymme

Thomas Tymme’s Dialogue Philosophicall107 (1612) includes a detailed, albeit inaccurate,
drawing of Drebbel’s Perpetuum Mobile. It too stands on an elaborate box, under a cupola
supported by four carved pillars. The instrument itself sits on a round based, the glass ring
supported by two harpies of indeterminate sex. A naked Atlas seems to hold the ‘register,’
which bulged out conspicuously around the ballshaped dial in the centre. Curiously, the
‘register’ does not seem to encircle the globe as it does in other known illustrations, but
shading suggests that it connects to a flat metal plate on either side, an impression reinforced
by the shading behind the Atlas. Like Speed’s sketch, the glass ring is shown clasped at the
top directly underneath the moon-phase globe. Unlike von Chodau’s illustration, the levels of
the water are not shown, although oddly there are water-like wavy lines in concentric circles
on the face of what should be the gilded globe. The overwhelming impression is whilst the
description in Tymme’s Dialogue Philosophicall may be largely accurate, the illustration is
an ‘artist’s impression’ of a description given by a third party who had seen the Perpetuum

Mobile, but that the artist himself had not. Nor, if he had been in Prague from late 1610, was
Drebbel himself in a convenient position to correct any inaccuracies.
In the extensive account of his meeting with the brothers Abraham and Aegidius (Gilles)
Kuffler in 1624108, Nicholas Claude Fabri de Peiresc includes several small sketch
illustrations. With one exception, none of them purport to show the Perpetuum Mobile.
Peiresc clearly wants them to describe the instrument, and they try heroically: ‘As he wanted
to make a model of the perpetual motion to show to the King, he wanted to make a glass
bottle of the size of the model it would be later, and about this shape (a small sketch is shown
under this sentence, and a full size outline sketched on the last page of the account). It was
two feet long in total, and four fingers wide; the neck was about four fingers long’109.
More importantly, as we will see later, the Kufflers tried to describe a device that echoes the
description Drebbel gives in his letter to James I of 1610: ‘the painted model that he made to
show the King was nothing but a clock mounted on a large base that also supported a small
figure on each side: on the one side a satyr who held a horn from which spouted a small
fountain, that spilled into a large shell that was at his feet, and the other was a young child,
who sees from his feet a fountain spurting upwards and falling back into a similar shell before
flowing back into the base. These two fountains. The two fountains should be of quicksilver,
and the streams no larger than an iron needle. I haven’t any idea whether this is to take
advantage of the wind or the air to make the first rise, and by this means to give impetus to
the movement. Kuffler also told me that the aforementioned Drebbel had made one of these
perpetual motions for the Prince of Wales.’110 It is interesting that the Kufflers refer to ‘the
painted model’ Drebbel made for the King – was the 1610 letter perhaps accompanied by a
coloured sketch? In any case, the sketch underneath this description is merely a literal
illustration of the account – a rather staid looking clock, flanked by a satyr spouting liquid
from a horn and a child beside a shell fountain. It would be difficult to maintain that this is a
visual record of any instrument Drebbel himself built at any stage in his career.
It is clear from Peiresc’s account that the Kufflers didn’t really have much detailed
knowledge of Drebbel’s inventions – after all, they had only known him two or three years,
and Drebbel was renowned for his reticence. It is highly unlikely that they had ever seen one
of his Perpetual Motions, let alone understood how they worked. At several points Peiresc

records the Kufflers saying tentatively ‘there are two wheels that give it the motion, one with
32 teeth and the other I don’t remember’ and ‘there was also another little thing that I don’t
remember, and a little wheel that turned the clockwork’111. When it comes to the Kufflers,
their reports must be taken with a large grain of salt: first, they were clearly an opportunistic
family (their subsequent behaviour amply demonstrates their commercial interests in
exploiting Drebbel’s ingenuity), second, none of them – with perhaps the exception of the
youngest, Johann Sibertus, who was a Padova-trained doctor who only arrived in London in
1627 – were experienced alchemists, mechanics, or natural philosophers, and third, they
could only rely on Drebbel’s own accounts for their information about events that had often
taken place decades beforehand.
The evidence of Elias Ashmole’s (1617-1692) drawing112 – presumably made several years
after Drebbel’s death – points to it being a copy of the illustration in Tymme’s Dialogue
Philosophicall. Not only is the drawing found next to a ‘demonstracon Theologicall
Philosophicall and Mathematicall’ attributed to Thos. Tymme, it is clearly has all the features
of Tymme’s 1612 published drawing, as well as showing (which Tymme’s illustration does
not) the differing water levels in the glass ring. There are several anomalies, however, such as
the connection of the ring and the moon-phase globe omitted in Tymme, a forward facing lion
instead of a harpie, and ornaments supporting the moon-phase globe that are more
reminiscent of von Chodau’s illustration than Tymme’s, but these may merely indicate
fanciful copying, rather than pointing to an unknown original or illustration113.
There are also a number of unambiguous depictions of Drebbel’s Perpetuum Mobile by the
Antwerp artists Frans Francken II (1581 - 1639), Willem Van Haeght (1593- 1637), Henri
Staben (1578-1658), Corneille de Baellieur (1607-1671) and Adriaan van Stalbemt (15801662) painted in the 1620s and 30s114. There seem to be two distinct versions of the
Perpetuum Mobile in evidence: one with harpies supporting the glass ring and a cross
surmounting the small moon-phase globe, and one without the harpies and with no apparent
on the small globe. Although the Cabinet painting genre was extremely popular at the time,
the Perpetuum Mobile is not featured indiscriminately as a studio prop115 as some have
suggested. The Perpetuum Mobile oddly only occurs in paintings that have to do with either
Albrecht and/or Isabella or Rubens – such as Rubens’s studio interior by de Baellieur, the

visit of Albrecht & Isabella to Rubens’s Cabinet by Frans Franken II or their 1615 visit to
Cornelis van Geest116 by van Haeght. It seems that Albrecht and Isabella’s version had both
harpies and a cross, whereas Rubens’s has neither, and that some of the paintings were
painted using earlier paintings as reference rather than from an actual model.

Figure 13. Jan Brueghel de Oude en Hieronymus Francken, (of Frans Francken
d.J./Adriaen Stalbemt?) The Archdukes Albert and Isabella visiting a collector’s cabinet
1621-23

Nevertheless, it seems more than coincidence that Drebbel’s Perpetuum Mobile features in
paintings related to Albrecht and Isabella or Rubens. Albrecht is known to have had an
interest in the Perpetuum Mobile as early as 1612, for he was presented with Antonini’s
experimental model of the Perpetuum shown to James I, news of which had certainly reached
the court, either by visitors to Brussels or from Albrecht’s brother Rudolf II, who had
summoned Drebbel to Prague to build him one. It is known that Albrecht petitioned soon
after Rudolf’s death in early January 1612 to receive his share of the famed Kunstkammer,
but there is no evidence that the Perpetuum Mobile was ever part of his inheritance.117 It is
also said that Drebbel made the Archduke a Perpetuum Mobile in 1615, for which he received

a microscope in return118, while possible, seems unlikely, given that Drebbel himself is
credited with the invention of the double convex microscope as early as 1609119. It is
interesting to note that the Perpetuum Mobile features in a painting attributed to van Haeght
of Archduchess Isabella alone in her studio in 1627, in mourning after the death of Albrecht.
Clearly the Perpetuum was associated with the Archducal couple. Rubens of course must
have been associated with the Perpetuum Mobile, as it was to Rubens that Peiresc turned
when he wanted a copy in 1624 – even though he had met the Kufflers and probably Drebbel
himself120.
If we are to believe the evidence of all these illustrations, what can we say about the form of
Drebbel’s Perpetuum Mobile? First of all, it seems difficult to escape the conclusion that – at
least in most cases – the instrument was not spherical. With almost no exception, and then
only when the depiction appears to have been copied from another source, the images show a
donut-shaped lozenge, surrounded by a wooden rim which bulges when it goes around the
central dial. It is true that its shape is commonly reported as a ‘globe’ or a ‘runde Kugel’, but
even now it is difficult to find a word that precisely and unambiguously describes the shape
we see in depictions of the Perpetuum Mobile. Then, as now, the word ‘globe’ would have
had to do. The fact that the Perpetuum Mobile’s odd shape was not merely an artefact of
inexperienced painters (which might have been the case in earlier illustrations by von Chodau
and Tymme) is obvious from the Antwerp paintings, in which armillary spheres are rendered
correctly in perspective, while the Perpetuum Mobile is shown with its odd – and presumably
correctly depicted – torus-like shape. The Perpetuum Mobile is what it is shown to be, a
donut-shaped gilded lozenge with a dial on its face, supported by decorative figures (usually
harpies) and surmounted by a moon-phase ball. This observation has no real importance when
it comes to understanding how the Perpetuum Mobile worked, but may perhaps inform future
reproductions if and when they are required.
In 2004, Alexander Marr, made a startling discovery in the library of Queen’s College,
Oxford, whilst he was a Fellow of the College. He had been looking for something entirely
different – an early edition of Vitruvius’s ‘Elements of Architecture’ when his eye was caught
by a thin, worn volume beside the Vitruvius, bound in old vellum, untitled. Instinctively
taking it off the shelf he opened it to find pages of drawings, pasted down engravings and

annotations from early 17th century England – and a heretofore unknown watercolour
illustration of Drebbel’s Perpetuum Mobile.

Figure 14. copy from Queen's College library, Alexander Marr 2004

Here was the first new visual evidence of Drebbel’s work since Jaeger’s biography was
published in 1922. Since the discovery was made, both the discoverer, Alexander Marr, and
the author have worked on identifying the individual images in the folio and the artist
responsible for them. The results of this research will be presented in detail in a future article
on the court of Henry Prince of Wales by Alexander Marr. For the purposes of this paper it is
sufficient to briefly describe the content and context of the MS in order to establish the
significance of the illustration of Drebbel’s Perpetuum Mobile.

The vellum-bound large folio contains 48 pages, on which some pages have pasted down
engraving, others pasted down drawings, and still others are drawn upon directly in pencil,
charcoal, ink and watercolour. The illustration of Drebbel’s device is by far the most
elaborate. The illustrations in the book seem to be by several hands, or possibly the same
hand at different times, reflecting the acquisition of new drawing skills over time (still
another group of pasted down illustrations clearly belongs to a much later date). The
illustrations seem to suggest a fascination and a familiarity with the court of Henry Prince of
Wales, and include copied portraits of Sir Walter Ralegh (1552-1618), one of the young
Prince’s heroes, Sir Henry Lee (1533-1611), who had out of retirement shortly before his
death in 1611 to advise Henry Prince of Wales at his newly formed court at Richmond and
presented the young Prince with a set of armour121, and Henry Prince of Wales himself. Some
of the illustrations are carefully copied, some, in a state of partial completion, directly from
pasted down engravings. Others were clearly copied from known originals the artist had
clearly seen, while still others are freehand sketches of naturalia and sailing ships.
When were these drawings made? Are they contemporary with Henry’s court, or the work of
a later antiquarian? Some of the drawings can be dated quite precisely. The portrait of Henry
Prince of Wales is by William Hole, published by Michael Drayton (1563-1631) in 1613, and
the rampant lion is surely the one recommended for copying by young artists in Henry
Peacham’s The Art of Drawing with the Pen, first published in 1606 and reprinted in 1612122.
There are also two small oval portraits, drawn and coloured, partially completed, with the
inscription ‘Sanderson fecit 1609’ (a second oval portrait, probably of Philip II, is signed ‘G.S.’).
The watercolour sketch of the Perpetuum Mobile is remarkable, and has most of the features
we have already seen in other illustrations (although notably it is not in an elaborate frame).
The glass ring is supported, unusually, by satyrs, one clearly blowing a horn, the other
seeming to carry a heavy load. The water is clearly shown at different levels in the ring, and
the ring is separated from the globe and connected by a gold filet to the moon-phase globe as
in the von Chodau illustration of 1607. The dial in the centre of the gilded globe is clearly
drawn, with the months of the year shown. A list on the left notes the function of the
instrument in English in a careful hand. The ‘register’, this time in wood or a dark metal,

clearly suggests (as do most of the other illustrations of the instrument) that the ‘globe’ is in
fact donut-shaped.
So whose book was this? The evidence of the signatures, and the an inscription under a
carefully drawn coat of arms ‘LH: I know not what charges this Gules c[]he Ra[]h /BELOW:
Daughter of Snedale [?] of Exeter shee was there w [?] Sr Walter Ralegh married [?] w
Saunderson’ suggests that the owner of the book, and its artist was in all probability William
Sanderson (1586-1676), a merchant’s son who had been associated with the courts of James I,
Henry Prince of Wales and Charles I. Sanderson was said to have been ‘brought up at court’,
whilst his father was active in promoting the idea of a Royal Exchange. The great-nephew of
Sir Walter Ralegh123, he later
served as secretary to Henry Rich, earl of Holland124, when the latter was appointed
chancellor of Cambridge University in 1628. Sanderson’s reputation was primarily as an
historian and apologist for the reigns of James I and Charles I. He is known for his Aulicus
coquinariae (1650), his Compleat History of the Lives and Reigns of Mary Queen of
Scotland, and of her Son James (1656) based at least in part on his personal knowledge of
court and Compleat History of the Life and Raigne of King Charles from his Cradle to his
Grave (1658), A confirmed Royalist, he was knighted by Charles II125.
Oddly perhaps for an historian, Sanderson's final work, published in June 1658, was
Graphice: the Use of the Pen and Pensil on the history of various forms of painting. In it he
recommends that the student of drawing ‘Get a booke in folio of a double quire of fine paper
(as also some sheets of Blew papers and other colours) to avoid leaves soon lost, that by
overlooking your first draughts thereon, you may with incouragement delight in your
proficiency. […] Begin your exercise by a copy or print.’ It seems incontrovertible that the
folio in which the annotated watercolour illustration of Drebbel’s Perpetuum Mobile was
Sanderson’s own126, likely drawn by him from life, sometime in the years 1608-1615.
If Sanderson were to have been a young man at the court of Henry Prince of Wales, perhaps
his fascination with the art of drawing is not so odd as it might at first appear. As Roy Strong
notes in his 1986 history of the short-lived court of Henry Prince of Wales ‘the sudden
emergence and appreciation of drawings can be linked to the Prince’s circle. In 1612 Henry
Peacham, a hanger-on of the St. James’s court and a populariser of its ideals, published his

Graphice, and updated version of his The Art of Drawing with the Pen (1606), which is the
earliest publication to make any plea at all that gentlemen should learn to draw.’127 It should
therefore come as no surprise that one of the hand-drawn sketches in Sanderson’s folio is a
rampant lion, drawn exactly as Peacham instructs in his 1612 Graphice.
So which Perpetuum Mobile is it? With great reluctance we have to turn to the unreliable
brothers Kuffler for evidence. In September 1624 they related to Peiresc a rather confused
account of everything they knew of their father-in-laws life and work, which Peiresc dutifully
noted down, attempting occasionally to illustrate the Kufflers’ words with small hesitant
sketches. As noted above, the Kufflers maintained that ‘Drebbel had made one of these
perpetual motions for the Prince of Wales.’128 This is alluded to in the account of Heisserle
von Chodau as well ‘[the instrument] could be put to any purpose and he [Drebbel] would
make it into a wonderful instrument for the young prince129’. The Prince we know was
interested in such things. ‘In the last two subjects [Mathematics and Cosmography], Henry
was instructed by Edward Wright, who was his tutor. Apparently “with the help of some
German workmen” he “caused to be made for that hopeful Prince, a large sphere with curious
movements, which by the help of Spring-work, not only represented the Motion of the whole
Celestial Sphere, but shewed likewise the Particular Systems of the Sun and Moon, and their
Circular Motions, together with their places, and possibilities of eclipsing each other”’130.
Moreover, note the description of the Perpetuum Mobile by the Kufflers: ‘on the one side a
satyr who held a horn from which spouted a small fountain’131. In all the extent illustrations,
satyrs are notable by their absence. Speed shows unadorned columns, von Chodau harpies132,
Tymme harpies, the Antwerp paintings harpies, and Ashmole a harpy and what appears to be
a small grinning lion – everything but satyrs. The evidence of the Sanderson MS is that
Drebbel did indeed make a Perpetuum Mobile for the Prince of Wales, who surely would
have been interested, and that the glass ring of this instrument was supported by ‘a satyr
blowing a horn’.
So how many Perpetual Motions did Drebbel actually make, and for whom? By Peiresc’s
account, the Kufflers said that Drebbel had made 17 or 18 instruments that showed the
motion of the tides by September 1624, not including the one made for Rudolf II133. I list
below the instruments for which we have some evidence, albeit not always conclusive:



Cornelis Drebbel Ipswich 1604



James I Eltham Palace 1607



Henry Prince of Wales [?] c. 1610



Rudolph II [?] Prague 1611



John Dee London c.1608



Albert & Isabella Brussels c. 1615



Rubens Antwerp c. 1615



[Peiresc Carpentras 1625]



[John Winthrop Jr. Boston 1636]

Clearly there are some instruments to be accounted for if the Kuffler brothers are even more
or less correct in their estimate.
Moreover, it is not at all clear whether Drebbel ever actually completed a Perpetuum Mobile
for Rudolf II, despite his boasts. Drebbel only arrived in Prague in October 1610 with his
family. In May 1611 Rudolf was deposed by his brother Matthias (1557-1619), after months
of mounting tension. Drebbel, supposedly living in the Prague residence of Matthias’s
protector Khlesl, Bishop of Wiener Neustadt (1552-1630), can hardly have been ideally
disposed to building delicate instruments, especially if his glass globe was to have been
accompanied by ‘a fountain that could rise 1000 feet (sic) if he wanted, for which there would
be a very high structure, on the top of which would be placed his perpetual motion, which
would also serve as a clock. In the centre of the machine he would make an artificial sun,
which would burn day and night134, thereby three great and rare inventions135. Given the rarity
and notoriety of such an instrument, it seems fair to assume that it would appear in the many
inventories of Rudolf’s Kunstkammer made after his death as the heirs squabbled over their
inheritance. Nonetheless, despite the abundance of carefully documented clockworks,
astronomical instruments, automata and mechanical devices recorded in the inventories136,
there is no trace of Drebbel’s Perpetuum Mobile. Given Drebbel’s reputation for being a

‘windmaker’ or braggart, it is quite possible that his plans to build a Perpetuum Mobile for
Rudolf II just did not materialise.
On the other hand, John Dee, the illustrious Renaissance magus who died in poverty at
Mortlake in 1608, may well have had one of Drebbel’s devices. In their comprehensive
inventory of John Dee’s library137, Watson and Roberts relate that Dee’s heir Pontois
apparently had ‘a clock with mocons’ described by Hawes as ‘a Clock, dyall and perpetuall
mocon all in one fframe’ which he apparently inherited from Dee and was catalogued after
his death in 1624138. Not only would have Drebbel’s work as an alchemist interested Dee,
who returned to London from Manchester in 1605, but Dee’s assistant (and also assistant to
the ‘Wizard earl’ of Northumberland) Roger Cock was apparently Drebbel’s assistant in
Prague – the two petitioned for passports to return to England in 1612139.
So where does this leave us? What have we been able to add to the already extensive and
some might argue exhaustive studies of Jaeger, Tierie, Harris and Drake- Brockman? What
new evidence has been uncovered that allows us to understand Drebbel, his work and his
times more fully?
First, the Sanderson MS has brought a new illustration of Drebbel’s Perpetuum Mobile to
light, and with it, a new insight into the exceptional nature of life at the court of Henry Prince
of Wales. Despite his reputed taciturn nature, the Prince was not short of ambition. As
Frances S. Bullough writes, ‘In 1607 Henry’s household had grown so large that it had
become unable to support itself. In November 1607, Sir Thomas Chaloner wrote to the
Chancellor of the Exchequer to tell him of the inconvenience of the size of the household for
its means of support, and remarked that it was intended for a “courtly college, or a collegiate
court”140. The idea of creating a militant Protestant, Puritan intellectual counterpoint to the
debauched court of his father James I was a pet project of the young Henry Prince of Wales,
and the idea lived on after his untimely death in 1612. ‘Buckingham brought forward a
scheme in the House of Lords on March 5th 1621, apparently that of the Academ Roial, which
Portal describes as ‘a plan of the late Prince Henry for a place of education for the young
nobility’141. By all accounts it was a very large court for so young a prince, and ‘Henry’s household at
St. James’s in 1610 included ‘few lesse than Five-hundred, many of them young Gentlemen, borne to
great Fortunes; in the prime of their years’142. The Prince’s household included, among many others:

Sir Thomas Chaloner (1561-1615), Adam Newton (d. 1629), Sir John Harrington (1592-1614), Sir
Charles Cornwallis (d. 1629), Lord Lumley (d. 1609), Edward Wright (1561-, David Murray (15671640), Joshua Sylvester (1536-1618), George Chapman (1560-1634), Inigo Jones (1573-1652),
Solomon de Caus (1573-1626), and Cornelis Drebbel.143. Surely this was a fertile environment, with
myriad possibilities for encounters, exchanges and the cross-fertilisation of ideas. The number of
opportunities for contact might even suggest that Drebbel and De Caus worked more closely together
than heretofore suspected.
Second, it suggests that we must that we build a far more comprehensive picture of the networks
active in the early 17th century than has been done to date, and place Drebbel in the context of these

networks. The networks in which Drebbel played a part – sometime smaller, sometime larger
– include Goltzius (1558-1617) and his circle (which may include the Hiël sect of the Family
of Love), publishers such as Plantin (1520-1589) and Basson (1555-1613)144; the Janssen
brothers (Zaccharias Janssen 1558-1631) and the lens-making circle in Middleburg, the
university of Franeker and the Dutch Jesuits, and the English Family of Love, still active in
the Jacobean court145.
Drebbel’s dependence on court patronage makes an understanding of his networks all the
more important. Drebbel was employed at the court of James I, raised as a Calvinist, the court
of James’s eldest son Henry, Prince of Wales, a militant protestant who, until his untimely
death in 1612, was seen as the successor to the converted Huguenot Henry IV’s antiHabsburg policies, and by Rudolph II, a pantheistic lapsed Catholic Emperor, then again by
the courts of James I and his son Charles I. As a courtier, Drebbel would have to work in
different confessional settings, some of the markedly less tolerant than others. Was Drebbel a
Nicodemist, merely feigning a particular confession in order to pursue his studies of nature
unencumbered? Nor do the networks to which he belonged include only the courts of James I
and Henry Prince of Wales, but also Anne of Denmark and the circles around influential Lucy
Harrington (1581-1627) and the Killigrews.
The continental courts of Rudolph II and Albrecht & Isabella were connected through
diplomats and artists such as Constantin Huyghens (1596-1687), Balthazar Gerbier (15921663) and Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640) to Drebbel and his patrons Duke of Buckingham
(1592-1628) and Charles I, whilst Frederic V and Elisabeth remained an important part of
English court life, keeping in contact from their court in Den Haag after their disastrous

sojourn in Prague resulted in the destruction and annexation of Heidelberg and the Palatinate.
The Ruldophine diaspora had a major influence on England in the 1620s and afterwards, with
Michael Maier (1568-1622), Mayerne (1573-1655), Jan Amos Comenius (1592-1670), and
Samuel Hartlib (1600-1662)146 being only a few of the players that shape the intellectual
climate prior to Cromwell. European alchemical circles included Drebbel’s known friends
Joachim Morsius147, Peter Lauremberg (1575-1639), Moriaen (1593-1644)148 and Johannes
Hunyades (1576-1646), and the English alchemical circles around John Dee (1527-1608), the
Earl of Northumberland (1564-1632) and Robert Fludd (1574-1637) were also clearly
important.
The continental Republic of Letters, including Drebbel’s Dutch contemporaries such as
Beeckmann and Huyghens as well as De Thou, Peiresc149, Cesi, Galileo, Kepler and Burggraf
and their English counterparts such as Camden (1551-1623), Peacham (1546-1634) and
especially Francis Bacon (1561-1626) situated Drebbel in an exceptionally active universe of
discourse. Finally, but no less importantly for Drebbel, English antinomian circles – the socalled ‘the Puritan underground’ – which included John Everard (1575-1650), Edward Howe,
John Dury (1596-1680), the Kufflers and the members of the several ‘Strangers’ Churches in
London. Drebbel’s confession is not a trivial issue when it comes to understanding, for
instance, the influence of Puritanism on Drebbel during his last years in London from 1619
until his death in 1633, where the circles he is known to have moved in had a distinctly
antinomian, perfectionist – even heretical tinge. All must be understood better in order to
fully understand the intellectual ferment of Drebbel’s world – a world standing at the
threshold of palpably felt but yet undefined changes.
Finally, in a broader sense, it may also help us understand better the intellectual climate at the
turn of the 17th century. Whilst it is true, as Jennifer Drake-Brockman argues, that Drebbel’s
Perpetuum Mobile can be seen as the fruitless dead-end of ‘the Rosicrician tendency’, with
Drebbel as a frustrated inventor of the old magical school toiling fruitlessly in the fields
where the new experimental science would soon flourish. On the other hand, Drebbel’s
Perpetuum Mobile may also be seen as one facet of a fertile mind actively trying to make
sense out of the natural world, whilst struggling to incorporate new Paracelsan chymical
categories into the older structures and strictures of alchemical thinking. Seen against the

background of the political, religious, economic, and social tensions that erupted into the
Thirty Years War in Europe, the rise of Puritanism in England and ultimately the English
Civil War, the Perpetuum Mobile can be seen as a symbol of the old world of courtly
patronage in which Drebbel had made his reputation giving way to the brave new world of
the Kufflers, a world opportunism, religious intolerance and political intransigence was
stampeding headlong into the unknown.
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